Swacchta Pakhwada 2020 observed at S.R.Govt. College for Women, Amritsar

EBSB Club of S.R.Govt. College for Women, Amrisar observed Swacchta Pakhwada from 16th January,2020 to 31st January,2020. A spectrum of awareness activities and cleanliness drives were organized both on the campus and off the campus. This Cleanliness Fortnight was launched with Swachhta Pledge taking ceremony, administered by the Principal Dr. Savita Sachdeva on 16th January,2020. Students took the oath to clean their surroundings and create an awareness amongst the other members of society. It was followed by Plogging run and plantation of saplings on 17.01.20. NSS and NCC volunteers collected the garbage on the roads adjoining the college while running. Students participated enthusiastically in various competitions which included Elcution, Paper reading, Poster making, Slogan writing, and Best out of Waste on themes Swaccha Bharata, Water Conservation and Forest Conservation. A special talk show was organized by Dr. Madhu on Swacchta which witnessed a huge response from the students and a presentation was made by Ms. Parminder Kaur, Head, Dept. of Botany on innovative technology for waste recycling and energy conservation. A Rally was taken out under the guidance of Dr. Satinder Kaur as a part of Special drive on Water Conservation and Prof. H.S.Bhalla suggested rectifying measures to check the wastage of water. Special cleanliness Drives were held in the college campus in which college hostel,canteen,lawns and parking was cleaned by the volunteers of NSS, NCC and Chhatra Sabha. NSS volunteers along with the programme officers Dr. Vandana and Ms. Manjeet visited the village Khurmanian and held various awareness camps and cleanliness activities there during the fortnight.

Swacchta Pakhwada concluded on 31st January,2020 with the Prize Distribution Ceremony for the winners of the various competitions. Prabhsimran Kaur, Head girl and President of NSS and Riya, Deputy Head Girl presented the reports of village visit and activities performed during this campaign. Prof. Dr. Khushpal Kaur Sandhu, Co-ordinator of the event and EBSB Club applauded the efforts of students who showed their eagerness in contributing to this social commitment of My India Clean India. Deputy Co-ordinator Dr. Vandana Bajaj apprised of the other activities being held in the college as a part of PM’s initiative of Ek Bharat Shresta Bharat. This entire event was completed successfully under the able guidance and leadership of the Principal Dr. Savita Sachdeva. The Council members Mr. Satnam Singh, Prof. Dr. Bhalla, Mr. Kulwant Singh, Dr. Geeta Sharma and Ms. Sukhwinder Shergill were present on this occasion. The activities were organized with the support of Department of Botany, Hindi, Geography and Fine Arts.